room service and rosé

Gift Guide for the Male Traveler
Who Has it All

Finding a Gift He Will Love Doesn't
Have to Be Impossible

For the guy on the go
This backpack from Tumi is my husband's favorite gift I have
ever gotten him. It is the perfect travel backpack that is
thoughtfully deigned for travelers. It even has a built in TSA
approved laptop area so that your laptop can stay in the bag. It
has a wonderful pockets and leather is super nice. You can get
this bag monogrammed with initials and comes with a 5 Year
warranty as well!
On Sale for $539

I love this beautiful leather Passport Wallet from Coach. It
is a slim design that is perfect for when your man travels. It
also has three credit card slots and another small pocket to
hold some cash.
$95.00

This water bottle by Lifestraw is too cool and probably one
of my favorite gift ideas I found this year. This BPA free
water bottle has a two-stage activated carbon filter that
removes 99% of water borne bacteria, chemicals and other
harmful toxins found in unfiltered water. It also has a clip to
attach to a bag.
One Sale for $27.00 (reg $50)
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for the guy on the go
This silver carry on suitcase by CALPAK is a perfect bag for
when your guy has to be away from home. It has awesome
interior pockets to help keep things organized and it small
enough so that it will not need to be checked. Also, that awesome
Tumi backpack will ride perfectly on top of this suitcase.
$135.00

Another awesome product from Tumi is this hangable
toiletry bag. Brian has used this bag for years and has great
pockets for all of his things and is built to last. Like most
Tumi products, you can have initials monogrammed which
adds a really nice touch. Highly recommend this bag!
On Sale for $105

The new Apple Watch Series 4 is a really wonderful gift for
someone who travels frequently or even someone who
doesn't! But in terms of travel, this watch has great features
and apps that help keep you on schedule for all of your trip.
I also love the health features that track your activity and
having info at your fingertips.
$529.00 for GPS + Celluar w/ Sport Band
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boys & their toys
If you really want to see pure joy in your significant other's eyes,
get him a drone. Inside most men is a little boy who loved RC
cars and equally will love flying around a quadcopter 4K camera.
This Mavic Air from DJI is foldable and compact, and the video
quality is hard to beat. Guaranteed hit.
On Sale for $694.00

For the audiophile in your life, these Blue Microphone
Satellite Headphones are a must. Not only are they wireless
and noise cancelling, they are unique in quality because
they have a built in Amp which provides an epic listening
experience.
$399.00

I will admit, I was a hater. I love physical books so much,
but I do dislike traveling with heavy items and the space
they take up after you read them. A Kindle Paperwhite is
better than I could have imagined and a wonderful gift for
any avid reader. Great for planes or home, this new model is
also waterproof, so perfect for a beach vacay.
On Sale for $99
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gadgets & gear
If your significant other is anything like mine, he has
cables for his cables. Help him keep them organized
with this awesome cable bag. It has a variety of
pockets and straps to keep all of the essentials,
including those easy to lose adapters or SD Cards
$20.00

Having a GoPro is a right of passage for any traveler,
especially one that loves adventure. The original action
camera has come a long way quality wise, and the Hero7
packs a punch in a tiny body. There are so many attachments
and accessories for GoPro that make capturing any type of
trip a breeze. A must!
$399.00 (includes SD Card)

I talked about this in my Efficient Traveler Gift Guide, and it
is worth mentioning again. This four port USB wall charger
makes keeping devices charged a breeze. This is amazing for
hotel rooms when the outlet situation can be tricky,
especially if you have multiple devices to charge.
$27.00
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Tech & gadgets
Does the love of your life tend to lose everything in his? If the
answer is yes, than this is an awesome gift idea that will save
both of you a headache. Tile are little bluetooth devices that help
you locate a misplaced item like your keys or wallet, and can
help you find your phone too.
$60.00 for a 2-Pack

Plane has landed. Time to get an Uber. Phone is dead.
Whoops! Having a dead phone on a travel day creates a lot
of stress. Consider getting a portable and lightweight power
bank to keep packed for trips. This one from Mophie is
convenient because of its size and has a built in cable for
charging.
$40.00

This is a great gift for your man to keep in the home or an
office. I love Sonos for wifi speakers at home because the
sound quality is amazing and they are nice to look at too.
There are different sizes and you can connect multiple
speakers in a house to always have music around you. This
makes a wonderful gift!
$149.00
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he keeps it together
Traveling with a Winter jacket can be tricky and bulky, but
something that can't be left behind. That is why I am loving this
3-in-1 Tri-Climate jacket by North Face. A waterproof shell is
connected to a down jacket, so they can be worn together or
separately. You can customize it based upon your needs and it is
lightweight
$299.00

An umbrella may seem boring, but it is essential! This one
from Tumi has a one button press to open AND to close. It
also perfect fits in the Tumi backpack I shared on the first
page.
$60.00

For a timeless and classic gift, a cashmere Burberry plaid
scarf will never go out of style. I love the mid-grey color
because it can match everything, and the snuggly cashmere
will keep your boo warm all winter long. Easy to pack for
chilly destinations too.
$430.00
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the groomed gentleman
I think often Men's skin care goes over looked when it shouldn't!
Get the gentleman in your life a Clarisonic Alpha, the cleansing
system for men. Easy to hold, this device cleans away dirt, sweat
and oil. It can also clean on and under a beard. You shouldn't be
the only one in the house with nice skin!
$219.00

I love a good sheet mask, who doesn't? Finally a sheet mask
designed with guy's skin in mind. The aptly named Bro
Mask by Jaxon Lane is designed to address common skin
issues for, well, Bros. But seriously these have some great
ingredients and even come in two separate pieces incase
your man has a beard. It is made from hydrogel to better
treat men's thick skin. Check these out!
$28.00 for 4 Masks

A toothbrush may seem a bit boring, but this one is not!
Quip is an incredible electric toothbrush that is not only
affordable and effective, it's also super cool. Once you sign
up, every three months a new brush head, batteries and
toothpaste are mailed out to you. The case it comes with is
perfect for travel, but also works as a holder that sticks on a
mirror. It is slim and elegantly designed and makes teeth
feel super clean! Highly recommend!
$55.00 + $10 Every Three Months for Refills
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